The case is considered of a weak Gaussian harmonic pulse of frquency (2sϩ1) passed through an atomic medium collinearly with an intense Gaussian laser pulse of frequency . The harmonic beam may be amplified or deamplified according to the balance between stimulated emission and absorption. A simple analytic expression for the gain is derived in the tunneling limit of ionization. It predicts a positive ͑negative͒ gain for positive ͑negative͒ delay of the harmonic pulse with respect to the laser pump pulse. The gain may be significant and proportional to the delay for delays of a few laser periods, much shorter than the pulse envelopes. Possibilities for experimental observations are briefly discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
When a gas sample is irradiated by an intense laser beam, odd harmonics of the laser frequency are produced. These harmonics are becoming a versatile table-top source of coherent radiation in the hard-ultraviolet and soft-x-ray regime. Although the number of high-order harmonic ͑HH͒ quanta per laser pulse may be as high as 10 10 ͓1-7͔ under optimal conditions, it is not yet clear that this is an absolute limit. In particular, the prospect of raising the harmonic efficiency by stimulated emission has not received much attention yet. It is the topic of the present paper.
Let us consider, for simplicity, a single atom driven by an intense laser field. The atom emits odd harmonics in all permissible modes of the electromagnetic field. The probability of emission into a given mode is proportional to Nϩ1, that is W em (N)ϭ(Nϩ1)W em (0) , if N is the number of photons already present in this mode. Whenever a mode can be emitted, it can also be absorbed by the reverse process, and the corresponding probability W abs (N)ϭNW abs (0) is proportional to N. Of course, if the mode is initially empty (N ϭ0), there is nothing to be absorbed, and only spontaneous emission occurs. For HH generation, only the latter is usually considered. Under most circumstances, this is well justified, since W em and W abs are virtually identical, so that stimulated emission and stimulated absorption tend to cancel. This is very similar to the free-electron laser and in marked contrast to the ordinary laser. We will consider the case in which some harmonic modes are populated which make up the probe wave. Moreover, we assume that the numbers of photons in the populated modes are large, Nӷ1, so that the field of the probe wave may be treated classically. After propagation of the system ''pumpϩprobe'' through the target ͑the single atom͒, initially empty modes have become populated due to spontaneous emission, and the initially populated modes have become redistributed due to stimulated processes. We call amplification the net change of the photon number of the populated modes due to the stimulated processes. The gain may be positive or negative. It depends on the given situation whether the probe will be amplified or attenuated. We will limit this analysis to the case where the change is small, i.e., when the field generated by the atom is weak compared to the probe field.
Note that what is called ''absorption'' or ''stimulated absorption'' in the present paper is the stimulated process reverse of harmonic generation ͓absorption of one harmonic photon and emission of (2sϩ1) laser photons͔ and not the usual absorption leading to ionization. This will be neglected in the following, assuming the medium optically thin. Moreover, the amplification by stimulated interactions, which we will investigate, should not be confused with other amplification schemes for HHs that have been considered, such as insertion of a HH pulse into the gain region of an x-ray amplifier ͓8͔ or parametric amplification ͓9͔.
The problem of stimulated emission of high-order harmonics was considered for the first time in Refs. ͓10,11͔. The general relation between the amplitudes of spontaneous and stimulated emission of a HH quantum was obtained in Ref.
͓10͔. The probability of stimulated emission of a HH quantum was calculated in the framework of the Lewenstein model ͓12͔ and investigated as a function of an assumed temporal delay between the driving laser pulse ͑the strong pump wave͒ and the injected pulse of the respective har-monic ͑the probe pulse͒ ͓11͔. However, as discussed above, for a complete description of the amplification of a HH probe wave the effects of both stimulated emission and stimulated absorption must be taken into account. This was done for the first time in Ref. ͓13͔ .
The gain of the sth harmonic is proportional to the difference between the probabilities W em of stimulated emission and W abs of absorption, G s ϳW em ϪW abs . ͑1͒
Whenever the envisioned scenario obeys time-reversal symmetry, stimulated absorption cancels stimulated emission up to very small recoil corrections. This happened in all cases considered previously ͓13,14͔, since both the pump and the probe pulses were assumed as monochromatic plane waves. The gain was calculated and found to be proportional to the product of two small parameters,
where M is the atomic mass, c the speed of light, and n() Ϸ1 the refractive index at the fundamental frequency of the atomic medium, which is a mixture of free electrons, ions and neutrals. Here, the first factor is related to the atomic recoil, as expected. In addition, the gain ͑2͒ is proportional to the small deviation of the refractive index from unity. Indeed, if the refractive index n() of the atomic medium equals unity, then sϭ⍀, skϭK, and the energy and momentum conservation laws for the processes of stimulated emission and absorption are identical. In consequence, the processes of stimulated emission and absorption occur with the same rate, and the gain turns to zero. It has been shown ͓14͔, that the gain ͑2͒ does not exceed 20% even at the highest harmonic intensity currently available ͓5͔.
In the present paper, the HH amplification is considered in the case where both the pump and the probe waves are pulses of finite duration. In addition, one pulse is delayed with respect to the other. There is no time-reversal symmetry in this case. Hence, emission and absorption no longer cancel. It will turn out that the difference of their probabilities is related to the pulse lengths and the delay between them.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the basic equations for the amplitudes of stimulated emission and absorption and explain why the equality between the processes of stimulated emission and absorption breaks down when the probe wave is delayed with respect to the pump wave. In Sec. III, simple analytical expressions for the amplitudes of stimulated emission and absorption of a HH photon by a single atom are derived that are applicable in the tunneling regime of ionization. In Sec. IV, the probabilities of emission and absorption of a HH photon by the entire atomic ensemble within the interaction volume are calculated by using the phase-matching conditions that have been obtained before ͓10͔. The expression for the gain of a given harmonic per one pass of the system ''pump ϩ probe'' through the atomic target is derived and discussed. Section V includes a brief discussion of the experimental possibilities of observing the amplification. Details of the calculations have been relegated to three Appendixes. A fourth Appendix establishes the conditions on the pump field and the probe field such that the rates of stimulated emission and stimulated absorption are identical ͑neglecting the recoil͒. These are the conditions that have to be violated in order that a nonzero gain be possible.
The reader who is only interested in the general message of the paper should consult Sec. II for the physical picture of the amplification mechanism and the end of Sec. IV for a discussion of the gain expression.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND A PHYSICAL PICTURE OF AMPLIFICATION
Let us consider the propagation of a weak HH pulse through the interaction volume of an atomic beam with a strong pump wave. Amplification is the net result of the competition between stimulated emission and stimulated absorption of HH photons. The two diagrams shown in Fig. 1 illustrate the processes that occur when both the probe and the pump wave are simultaneously present in the interaction volume. The diagram of Fig. 1͑a͒ represents the process of stimulated emission, where an electron is excited from the atomic ground state into the virtual Volkov continuum state ͉⌿ p ͘ under the action of the strong laser field. This is followed by stimulated recombination back into the ground state with emission of one single HH photon with frequency ⍀Ϸs. Figure 1͑b͒ represents the inverse process where a quantum ⍀ is absorbed, stimulated by the presence of the other photons of this mode.
We will restrict ourselves to the small-gain regime where the increase of the intensity of the probe wave due to the stimulated interactions is small compared with its initial in-FIG. 1. The diagrams corresponding to the processes of emission ͑a͒ and absorption ͑b͒ of a HH photon with frequency ⍀ in the presence of a strong pump wave with frequency . The vertex represented by the open triangle with a wavy line entering or leaving corresponds to the interaction of an electron with the field of the pump wave. After this first interaction, the electron is described by the Volkov propagator in the presence of the pump wave which is indicated by the double line. The vertex represented by the open circle denotes the interaction of the electron with the field of the probe wave, that is, the high-order harmonic.
tensity. In this case, we may assume that the probe wave preserves the shape of its envelope. In other words, the field of the probe wave is considered as a given function during the whole process of interaction with the atomic target and the pump wave. Of course, the HH gain calculated under these assumptions should be definitely smaller than unity.
For the calculation of the amplitudes of stimulated emission and absorption of a HH photon we will apply the dipole approximation, so that the recoil of the ion ͓13͔ will be disregarded. We will make use of the strong-field approximation ͑SFA͒ ͓12,15,16͔, which neglects the effect of the laser field on the atomic ground state as well as the effect of the binding potential on the continuum states. Therefore, continuum states are not orthogonal on the ground state, and this raises fundamental consistency questions. However, in the quasistatic tunneling limit physical reasoning suggests that both approximations are well justified. In particular, the excursion amplitude of the electron in the continuum is much larger than the atomic size. The SFA and, in particular, the Lewenstein model have been extensively used with great success for the description of all aspects of HH generation ͓17͔. For hydrogen, the harmonic spectrum calculated by the Lewenstein model has been compared to an accurate calculation via the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. The agreement in the upper part of the plateau is remarkable, cf. Fig. 36 of Ref.
͓18͔.
With this motivation we start from the amplitude for stimulated emission of a HH photon as given by the Lewenstein model where the intermediate electron states in the continuum are approximated by plane Volkov waves ͓see Eq. ͑5͒ and the text below it͔. For the jth atom ͑at the position R j ) it is
͑3͒
The amplitude depends on the atom j via the phases ͑11͒ and ͑12͒ of the fields. Atomic units are used such that mϭϪe ϭបϭ1. The wave function of the atomic ground state with ionization potential I is
is the Volkov plane wave in the velocity gauge for an electron with drift momentum p. Here the quantity
is the time-dependent kinetic energy of an electron in the laser field with vector potential A 1 (t). In the dipole approximation which we use throughout this paper the wave function ͑5͒ is an exact solution to the Schrödinger equation in the field of an electromagnetic plane wave A 1 (t). The interaction Hamiltonians of the electron with the pump and the probe pulse are, respectively,
Provided both pulses are plane waves, they depend on time and position only via the phases 1 and 2 . In the amplitude ͑3͒, V 2 (ϩ) (t) denotes the positive-frequency part of V 2 (t). The vector potentials
͑10͒
describe the pump and the probe wave, respectively, both linearly polarized along the x axis and propagating in the z direction. The square A 2 2 of the probe wave has been neglected. For the jth atom, the phases are calculated at the atomic position R j so that
with kϭe z n()/c and Kϭe z ⍀/c the wave vectors of the pump and probe, respectively. The quantities F 1,2 denote the maximal amplitudes of the electric-field strengths of the pulses and the dimensionless functions i ( i )(iϭ1,2) their envelopes which are normalized to a maximum of unity. The amplitude of stimulated absorption ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ has the closely related form
where V 2 (Ϫ) ϭV 2 (ϩ) * . Here, the electron is promoted into the continuum by stimulated absorption of a probe-wave photon and recombines with the atomic ground state by emission of the required net number of pump-wave photons. The total amplitude of emission ͑or absorption͒ of a probe-wave photon (K,⍀) by the atomic system in the interaction volume is the sum of the amplitudes ͑3͒ ͓or ͑13͔͒ over all atoms in this volume. In the simplest case of a long laser pulse, where the spatial dimension LϷc of each pulse is larger than the length d of the interaction volume in the propagation direction (d is the diameter of the atomic jet or the length of the gas-filled fiber where the HH generation occurs͒, the dependence of the envelopes 1,2 on the atomic position R j may be neglected. After this simplification, the sum over j is easily calculated with the assumption that the frequency of the probe wave is close to s ͓19͔ ͑the case ⍀Ϸs is most reasonable, because the weak probe wave may be prepared in the process of spontaneous HH emission ͓13͔͒:
Here A em 0 (⍀) is the amplitude of the single-atom response calculated at the atomic position R j ϭ0. As will be shown in Appendix C, the relation ͑14͒ between the single and the collective response remains valid for arbitrary spatial dimension L of the pulses and arbitrary interaction length d. Therefore, the results formally obtained below for the case of long laser pulses are applicable for pump and probe pulses of arbitrary duration.
Let us now suppose that both the pump and the probe wave have finite duration and that their maxima are shifted with respect to each other by the time ⌬t, i.e., 1 ϭ 1 (t/ 1 ) and 2 ϭ 2 ͓(tϪ⌬t)/ 2 ͔. Here we assume that each envelope function has its maximum at zero argument, viz. 1,2 (0)ϭ1, and 1,2 (Ϯϱ)ϭ0. The values 1 and 2 denote the durations of the pump and the probe wave, respectively.
The amplitudes ͑3͒ and ͑13͒ have the same absolute value whenever the system ''pump ϩ probe'' is symmetric under time reversal; see Appendix D. For the vector potentials ͑9͒ and ͑10͒ this is guaranteed in two limiting cases: ͑i͒ for i ()ϭ i (Ϫ) and ⌬tϭ0 for arbitrary durations of the pulses and ͑ii͒ in the case when 1 or 2 become infinite, i.e., when one of the pulses turns into a monochromatic plane wave ͓20͔. In the latter case, the arbitrary shift in the phase of either or both waves does not change the relation between the absolute values of the amplitudes. In the general case, the absolute values of the amplitudes ͑3͒ and ͑13͒ are different and, therefore, the gain ͑1͒ which is proportional to the difference of their squares is nonzero ͓21͔. Stimulated emission dominates over absorption for ⌬tϾ0. That is, in order to have positive gain, the probe wave should be delayed with respect to the pump. This can be seen as follows.
The physical processes behind the amplitudes ͑3͒ and ͑13͒ are exposed most clearly, if one approximately carries out the five-dimensional integral ͑with respect to t 1 , t 2 , and p) with the help of the stationary-phase ͑saddle-point͒ method ͓12͔. To this end, we consider the dominant terms of the entire phase of the integrands. It has contributions from the boundstate wave functions ͑4͒, the Volkov plane waves ͑5͒, and the electron-probe interaction ͑8͒ so that
Ϫ⍀t 1 for absorption. ͑15͒
Since ⍀ӷ, we have ignored additional contributions such as Ϯ2t i or Ϯt i , that originate from the vertex ͑7͒ as well as from the phase of A 1 in the vertex ͑8͒. These will at most change the harmonic frequency ⍀ by Ϯ2 which makes little difference for the high-order harmonics we are interested in. In addition, we treat the envelope functions i as slowly varying. Now, the integrals ͑3͒ and ͑13͒ will receive their dominant contributions from the vicinity of those points in the five-dimensional integration domain where the total phase ͑15͒ is stationary with respect to all five variables of integration. Stationarity with respect to t 1 and t 2 yields the conditions
for emission, and
for absorption. The stationarity condition for p is
in either case. Note, from Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑13͒, that in either case t 2 Ͼt 1 .
For later discussions, it will be important that the validity of Eqs. ͑16͒-͑18͒ is not restricted to a vector potential of the form ͑9͒, but holds for arbitrary A 1 (t). Suppose, A 1 (t) is symmetric with respect to some time t sym . Then, if t 1 and t 2 are solutions to Eqs. ͑16͒ and ͑18͒ for some ⍀, then t sym Ϫ t 2 and t sym Ϫ t 1 are solutions to Eqs. ͑17͒ and ͑18͒ for the same ⍀.
Equations ͑16͒ and ͑18͒ reveal the three-step model of HH emission ͓22,12͔: if we assume that the ionization potential I is sufficiently small, they imply that the electron is born by tunneling into the continuum at the time t 1 ϵt ion with near-zero velocity and recombines with the ion at the time t 2 ϵt em Ͼt ion emitting a HH photon with energy ⍀. The condition ͑18͒ guarantees that at the time t 2 the electron returns to the position where it was born at the time t 1 , viz. the position of the ion. In contrast, the picture projected by the equations ͑17͒ is this: at the time t 1 ϵt abs the bound electron absorbs a HH photon with frequency ⍀ that promotes it into the continuum with a kinetic energy of ⍀ϪI. At the later time t 2 ϵt rec Ͼt abs , the electron's kinetic energy has reached a value near zero and it recombines with the ion by ''tunneling back'' into the ground state.
These two cases are depicted in the upper panel of Fig. 2 . Given some ionization time t ion ͑or recombination time t rec ) and assuming that the electron is released with zero velocity ͑recombines from a state with zero energy͒, the corresponding harmonic-emission time t em Ͼt ion ͑harmonic-absorption time t abs Ͻt rec ) can be graphically determined by intersecting the tangent to the electric field F 1 (t) at t ion (t rec ) with the field F 1 (t) at later ͑earlier͒ times. The intersection times yield the harmonic-emission time t em ͑harmonic-absorption time t abs ). This graphical procedure is illustrated in much detail in Ref. ͓23͔ . Below the curve of the pump field F 1 (t), we show the probe field F 2 (t) and its envelope 2 (t). For the case depicted, this envelope is larger at the harmonicemission time t em than at the harmonic-absorption time t abs . A glance at the harmonic-emission amplitude ͑3͒ and the harmonic-absorption amplitude ͑13͒ shows that the integrand of the former is proportional to 2 (t em ) while that of the latter is proportional to 2 (t abs ). Hence, insomuch as these two contributions are concerned, we conclude that stimulated emission dominates stimulated absorption ͓24͔. This conclusion will be opposite for the trailing edge of the probe pulse ͑which is outside of Fig. 2͒ . For the overall amplification, we need to consider contributions from the entire temporal region where the pump and the probe overlap. Clearly, because of the strongly nonlinear dependence of HH generation on the pump intensity, the contributions around the peak of the pump pulse are by far dominant. Hence, even though the region where the trailing edge of the probe overlaps with the trailing edge of the pump deamplifies the probe, we expect overall amplification. As stated above, this is the case ⌬t Ͼ0, where the probe pulse is delayed with respect to the pump pulse. This is summarized in the lower panel of Fig. 2 . In the same vein, we expect overall deamplification when ⌬tϽ0. All of these statements will be confirmed by the exact evaluation of the amplitudes to be carried out in the following section.
An estimate of the dependence of the gain on the parameters that specify the pulses can be obtained as follows. Figure 2 shows that the typical time duration R of the electron's classical motion in the continuum between ionization and its first return to the position of the ion is about half a period of the laser field, R ϵt em Ϫt ion Ϸ/. At the same time, owing to the strongly nonlinear dependence of HH emission on the pump intensity, we expect it mainly to occur at a time interval R after the pump wave maximum, while absorption occurs at the same time preceding it ͑see Fig. 2͒ . Consider then a probe pulse that is delayed by the time ⌬t with respect to the pump pulse. The gain ͑1͒, which is proportional to the difference between the probabilities of stimulated emission and absorption, should be proportional to
͑19͒
Here we have assumed a probe pulse with Gaussian envelope. The estimate ͑19͒ yields a very small number. For femtosecond or picosecond laser pulses and a temporal delay ⌬t of a few optical cycles of the pump wave, it varies between 10 Ϫ4 and 10 Ϫ6 . However, it is significantly larger than the estimate ͑2͒, which is based on the recoil and holds for infinitely long pulses. Therefore, comparing with the numerical estimate obtained in this latter case which could reach about 10% ͓14͔, we might expect that the gain ͑19͒ may acquire a substantial value. The accurate analytical calculation of the gain that is presented below will confirm this statement as well as the estimate ͑19͒.
The fact that the gain ͑1͒ is proportional to the difference of the probabilities for stimulated emission and absorption, which are almost equal, suggests that it can be expressed by a suitable derivative of one or the other. Indeed, for freeelectron devices such as the free-electron laser Madey's theorem states that the small signal gain is proportional to the derivative of the spontaneous-emission rate with respect to either the frequency or the electron energy ͓25͔. The appeal of Madey's theorem lies in the fact that spontaneous emission is easier both to measure and to calculate than the gain. Such a relation cannot hold in the present case, where the gain sensitively depends on the pulse shape of the probe pulse. Straightforward application of Madey's theorem in its standard form yields the small recoil-related gain ͑2͒, which was discussed in a previous paper ͓14͔. It is possible to obtain the probe-pulse-dependent gain as a derivative of the rate of stimulated ͑by the same probe pulse͒ emission and, thereby, to generalize Madey's theorem. Equation ͑19͒ suggests how to do this.
FIG. 2.
Upper panel: the pump field F 1 (t) and the probe field F 2 (t) during the leading edge of the latter. The straight lines show the relationship between the ionization time t ion and the harmonic emission time t em for stimulated harmonic emission, and the harmonic-absorption time t abs and the recombination time t rec for stimulated harmonic absorption. The construction is explained in the text. The fact that the envelope of F 2 (t em ) exceeds that of F 2 (t abs ) leads to the conclusion that there is net amplification in this case. Lower panel: the envelopes of the pump wave and the probe wave for the case where the latter is delayed with respect to the former by the delay time ⌬t, yielding net amplification. In the lower panel, time is in arbitrary units.
A gain that depends on the shape of the probe wave is a rather unusual. In this paper, we concentrate on the gain of high-order harmonics. The effect is, however, not restricted to this situation. Consider, e.g., the following very simple example: a zero-range atom in its ground state with ionization energy I, interacting with a pump pulse of frequency and length 1 and a probe pulse of frequency ⍀ and length 2 that is delayed by the time ⌬t with respect to the former. Both frequencies exceed the ionization energy, and both pulses are weak so that their interaction with the atom can be treated by first-order perturbation theory. In the limit where ⍀Ϸ, the resulting gain of the pump wave has the same form as Eq. ͑19͒, viz.,
Details will be considered elsewhere.
III. THE AMPLITUDES OF STIMULATED EMISSION AND ABSORPTION IN THE TUNNELING REGIME
Amplitudes ͑3͒ and ͑13͒ may be calculated analytically with the technique introduced for the calculation of the amplitude of elastic rescattering ͓26͔. We assume the standard conditions of the tunneling regime of ionization, that is
, ӶI, and ␥ 2 ϵI/2U P Ӷ1, where I is the ionization potential of the atom, U P ϭF 1 2 /4 2 the ponderomotive energy of the strong pump pulse, and ␥ the Keldysh parameter. Let us consider the amplitude ͑3͒ where the matrix element of the interaction of the electron with the probe wave is in the external integral while the inner integral is over the time-dependent amplitudes of above-threshold ionization ͑ATI͒ into the virtual Volkov states with drift momenta p. We evaluate this latter amplitude, viz.,
by the saddle-point method. The result has the form of a sum over all stationary points t s (p) within the integration limits. The saddle-point method is described in detail in many works ͑for a rigorous demonstration, see, for example, Ref.
͓27͔͒. It is important that in the tunneling regime the complex roots t s of the equation for the stationary point
lie near the real axis. Neglecting contributions of order ␥ 2 Ӷ1 and higher we obtain
where ␥*ϭ␥ͱ1ϩp T 2 /2IϷ␥. Here p T is the momentum of the electron transverse to the field and we take into account that in the tunneling regime p T ϳͱIF/F a ӶͱI. The time Im(t s ) is sometimes interpreted as the tunneling time of the electron through the barrier; it is a small fraction of the optical period ͓28͔. To the same accuracy, Re(t s ) is identical to the real instant of time t 0 when the electron appears in the continuum ͓29͔. For momenta ͉p x ͉рF 1 / that are classically permissible and important in the ATI spectrum, the projection of the electron velocity on the direction of the field vanishes at this time ͓26͔,
͑24͒
Therefore, the amplitude of ATI may be presented as a sum over all solutions t 0 of Eq. ͑24͒ within the integration limits (Ϫϱ,t). With the help of a ␦ function, the sum over the stationary points can be written in closed form as
͑25͒
We introduced the abbreviation p F (t)ϵ(F 1 /) 1 (t)cos t, and F 1 (t 0 )ϭF 1 1 (t 0 )͉sin t 0 ͉ is the pump field strength at time t 0 . For t→ϱ, the quantity A ATI (p,t→ϱ) becomes the amplitude of direct ionization from the zero-range potential.
After substituting the ATI amplitude ͑25͒ into the harmonic-emission amplitude ͑3͒, the integral over the intermediate momenta can be carried out analytically. The integral over the transverse momenta leads to the appearance of the complex transverse width of a spreading wave packet in the denominator of the integrand ͓see Eq. ͑26͒ below͔ ͓30͔. Finally, we change the order of integration in the remaining double integral, so that the integral over t 0 becomes external. Now we can present the amplitude of stimulated emission as a sum of contributions from different optical cycles of the pump wave. The contribution from the nth cycle has the form
͑26͒
where we introduced the dimensionless variables 0 ϭt 0 and 1 ϭt 1 . The dimensionless function f (␥ 2 , 0 , 1 ) is defined in Eq. ͑A1͒ of Appendix A. The quantity ⌬ Ќ 2 ( 0 ) ϭF a /͓2IF 1 ( 0 )͔ is the square of the transverse width of the electron at the moment of ionization ͓30,31͔. The phase of the integrand in Eq. ͑26͒ is equal to
The following calculations are performed in the adiabatic approximation such that the envelope of the strong laser pulse is assumed to be constant within any given optical period. In other words, we consider the envelopes of both the pump and the probe pulse as functions of the number n of the optical period: 1 ϭ 1 (n/n 1 ), 2 ϭ 2 ͓(nϪ⌬n)/n 2 ͔. Here ⌬nϭ⌬t/2 is the delay between the pump and the probe, and n 1 ϭ 1 /2 and n 2 ϭ 2 /2 are the widths of the pump and the probe, all expressed in multiples of the pumpfield period. After this simplification, the contributions to the integral ͑26͒ from two adjacent half periods of the external integral are equal if the frequency of the probe wave is close to an odd harmonic of the fundamental while they have opposite signs for even harmonics and cancel each other. Therefore, for the most reasonable case ⍀Ϸsϭ(2kϩ1), it is sufficient to consider the contribution to the amplitude ͑26͒ from one optical half period.
The phase ͑27͒ is proportional to the large strong-field parameter Z F ϭF 1 2 / 3 ϭ4U P /ӷ1. Therefore, the integral ͑26͒ can be evaluated by applying the saddle-point method.
The equations ‫ץ/‪S‬ץ‬ 0 ϭ0 and ‫ץ/‪S‬ץ‬ 1 ϭ0 that determine the stationary points have the form
As discussed above, we suppose that the envelope of the pump wave does not appreciably change from the time 0 to 1 ͑as will be shown below, typically 0 Ϫ 1 Ϸ), so that we can write 1 ( 1 )Ϸ 1 ( 0 )Ϸ 1 (n); cf. also Fig. 2 .
We should emphasize that we use the adiabatic approximation ͓ 1 ( 1 )Ϸ 1 ( 0 )͔ only because of its calculational convenience. Besides, for relatively long laser pulses ( ϭ100 fs . . . 1 ps) the adiabatic approximation is excellent since n 1,2 ϳ10 2 . . . 10 3 ӷ1. However, all results presented below may be obtained ͑after just more complicated calculations͒ beyond the adiabatic approximation ͑see Appendix C͒.
Equations ͑28͒ and ͑29͒ can also be derived from Eqs. ͑16͒ and ͑18͒ by eliminating p and adopting the approximations discussed above. They admit a simple physical interpretation. Equation ͑28͒ implies that the electron, which was born in the continuum at time 0 with zero initial velocity at the end of the potential barrier created by the strong laser field at x 0 ϭI/F 1 ( 0 ), returns to its parent ion at the origin at the time 1 . Equation ͑29͒ expresses the instantaneous energy conservation law when the electron recombines with the ion. The equations ͑28͒ and ͑29͒ formalize the statements of the well-known ''simple-man'' model of HH generation ͓22͔.
Solutions to the stationary-point equations ͑28͒ and ͑29͒ depend on the two dimensionless quantities I/U P ϭ2ͱ␥ and ⍀/U P . In the tunneling regime, the first of these is small. For harmonics within the plateau (⍀ϽIϩ3.17U P ), the solutions are real and have a finite limit when the ionization potential goes to zero. As a result, the stationary points depend on the parameters mainly via the single dimensionless parameter ϭ⍀/U P ϭ4s/Z F , and their dependence on the ionization potential is only weak. For fixed harmonic frequency, Eqs. ͑28͒ and ͑29͒ have, in general, several solutions which correspond to the various returns of the electron to its parent ion. A detailed description of the solution to the classical equations ͑28͒ and ͑29͒ can be found, for example, in Refs. ͓15,32͔. The minimal number of solutions is equal to two and increases with decreasing HH photon energy. In Fig.  3 , numerical solutions ⍀ϭ⍀( 0 ) to Eqs. ͑28͒ and ͑29͒ are presented. Here the ionization time is considered as a free parameter. The three curves correspond to the first three returns of the photoelectron to its parent ion. The figure should be interpreted as follows. In order that a given harmonic with frequency ⍀ within the plateau be emitted, the electron must be ionized at specific times 0 within the optical cycle. Returning to the ionic core, the electron may have the kinetic energy corresponding to the frequency ⍀ upon its first return ͑solid line͒, second return ͑dashed line͒, third return ͑dotted line͒, or still later returns ͑not shown͒. For each return and a given ⍀, there are two possible ionization times 0 . The highest part of the plateau can only be generated by the first return. The travel times ϭ 1 Ϫ 0 , which are the difference between the recombination and the ionization time, cannot be identified in Fig. 2 . One can, however, convince oneself that for the first return they are Ϸ, for the second return FIG. 3. The energy ប⍀ of a HH quantum in multiples of U P as a function of the time 0 of ionization, calculated numerically from Eqs. ͑28͒ and ͑29͒ for the case of He in the field of a Ti:Sa laser with an intensity of 5ϫ10 14 W/cm 2 . The three curves correspond to the first ͑solid line͒, the second ͑dashed͒ and the third ͑dotted͒ return of the electron to its parent ion. For the depicted example of a harmonic with energy ប⍀ϭ3.5U P the contributions of the two stationary points 01 and 02 interfere in the emission ͑absorption͒ amplitude. The explicitly given scale of the ionization time 0 is for the sinusoidal pump field ͑9͒ with 1 (t)ϵ1.
Ϸ3/2, for the third Ϸ2, and so on ͓32͔.
Details of the saddle-point evaluation and the summation over all optical periods are given in Appendix A. The amplitude of stimulated emission per pump pulse by a single atom then has the form
Here the sum is over all solutions of the saddle-point equations ͑28͒ and ͑29͒ within one optical cycle of the pump wave. The function ⌽ ␣ em (⍀/Ϫs, ␣ ) is related to the frequency profile of spontaneous emission of the sth harmonic and to the durations of the pump and probe pulses. Explicit expressions for the functions ⌽ ␣ em (⍀/Ϫs, ␣ ), S ␣ , and f 1 (␥, 0␣ , ␣ ) are given in Eqs. ͑A3͒ and ͑A5͒ in Appendix A.
The contribution to the amplitude of stimulated absorption from the nth optical period differs from the amplitude ͑26͒ for stimulated emission only in the limits of the inner integral, cf. Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑13͒. As a result, the equations for the stationary points are still Eqs. ͑28͒ and ͑29͒, but now we have to search for solutions such that 0 Ͼ 1 , because the interaction of the electron with the probe field ͑stimulated absorption of the HH probe-wave photon͒ precedes the interaction with the pump wave ͑stimulated recombination into the ground state͒. Therefore, the stationary points that contribute to the amplitude for absorption may be obtained from the solutions for emission by the transformation
cf. the discussion below Eq. ͑18͒. Clearly, this is only true in the adiabatic approximation discussed above. Equations ͑28͒ and ͑29͒ are invariant with respect to the transformation ͑31͒. Hence, the expression for the amplitude of stimulated absorption obtains from Eq. ͑30͒ by complex conjugation ͑see Appendix A͒ and the interchange ␣ →Ϫ ␣ .
IV. TOTAL PROBABILITY OF EMISSION AND THE GAIN
The total amplitudes of emission ͑absorption͒ of the probe-wave photon by the atomic system in the interaction volume may be obtained by summing the single-atom amplitudes ͑30͒ ͑or the corresponding amplitudes of absorption͒ of all atoms in the interaction volume according to Eq. ͑14͒. This sum over j may be easily calculated in the approximation of a continuous medium ͓10,19͔ by replacing
where the function n at (r)ϭn at (0)F(r) describes the spatial distribution of the atoms such that n at (0) is their concentration on the axis of the atomic beam. Due to the small transverse dimension 0 of the laser focus it is sufficient to take into account the nonuniformity of the atomic density in the propagation direction of the pump wave ͓14͔. We then have
where V int ϭ 0 2 d is the effective interaction volume, d is the atomic beam diameter ͑both the pump and the probe wave propagate in a direction transverse to the beam͒, and F(u 0 ) the Fourier transform of the distribution function F(r)ϭF(2z/d) with
The refractive index for the pump wave is n() ͓͉k()͉ ϭn()͔ while we ignore the refractive index at the harmonic frequency.
With the help of Eqs. ͑14͒, ͑30͒, ͑32͒, and ͑33͒ we obtain the total probabilities of stimulated emission and absorption per laser pulse,
The dimensionless functions f 1␣ ϵ f 1 (␥, 0␣ , ␣ ) and ⌽ ␣ em(abs) are defined in Appendix A. The sum over all stationary points in Eq. ͑34͒ ͓all solutions ( 0␣ , 1␣ ) of Eqs. ͑28͒ and ͑29͔͒ should contain, in principle, the terms corresponding to the interference of the contributions from different stationary points. However, the interference terms are eliminated when the probabilities ͑34͒ are averaged over the spatial distribution of the laser intensity in the focus. Therefore, only the diagonal terms in this sum are essential.
The difference between the probabilities ͑34͒ for emission and absorption ͑that is, the net probability of emission͒ may be written in a simple form for the case where the envelope of the probe wave has a Gaussian profile, 2 (x) ϭexp(Ϫx 2 /2n 2 2 ) . Since the quantity ⌬n ␣ /n 2 2 is much smaller than unity for all reasonable values of the delay ⌬n, we may expand the functions 2 2 (⌬nϯ ␣ /2) in Eq. ͑34͒ with respect to the small parameter ⌬n ␣ /n 2 2 . Now, the net probability of emission is
͑35͒
where the function ⌽ ␣ (⍀/Ϫs, ␣ ) is defined in Appendix A.
The net probability ͑35͒ of emission may be expressed in terms of the total number N s per laser pulse of spontaneous quanta of the sth harmonic ͑see Appendix B͒,
⌬W͑⍀ ͒ϭ8ͱ
2F a 3F 1
where I 2 ϭcF 2 2 /8 is the peak intensity of the probe wave. While the expression ͑35͒ was obtained for the case where the electron is bound by a zero-range potential, the form ͑36͒ is valid for real atoms, provided the number N s of spontaneous quanta per laser pulse is adopted from a more realistic calculation or from experiment ͓14͔. Actually, the main properties of the single-atom response are contained in the function N s which depends on the intensity and the duration of the laser pulse, the properties of the atom and the density of the atomic beam. All other factors in Eq. ͑36͒ have to do with the relation between spontaneous and stimulated emission and depend mainly on the parameters of the pump and the probe wave. The dependence on the parameters of the atom is reduced to the factor F a /F 1 in ⌽ ␣ (⍀/ Ϫs, ␣ ). Therefore, by using experimental data for N s , we may hope to obtain a realistic estimate of the net probability of emission and of the gain.
The gain per pass of a HH probe wave through the interaction volume is defined as ͓13,14͔
where ⌬W(⍀) is given by Eq. ͑36͒. With the expression for N s from Appendix B, we obtain, in the case where the probe frequency ⍀ is exactly equal to s,
Here the function
is of the order of four and depends only weakly on its arguments ͓33͔. The quantities a and b ␣ are defined by Eqs. ͑A6͒ and ͑A7͒ in Appendix A. The expression ͑38͒ for the gain is the main result of this paper. Since the very small recoil of the ion was neglected, the gain ͑38͒ vanishes when the delay between the pump and the probe wave is equal to zero. The gain also vanishes when either one of the pulses becomes a monochromatic plane wave (n 1 or n 2 →ϱ) ͑see the discussion of Sec. II͒. Finally, if the lengths of the pump and the probe pulse are comparable (n 1 Ϸn 2 ), the dependence of the gain ͑38͒ on the length n 2 of the probe pulse n 2 and the temporal delay ⌬n exactly reproduces the simple estimate ͑19͒.
The gain ͑38͒ as a function of the temporal delay reaches its maximum near ⌬nϭn 2 /2, i.e., for a relatively large value of the delay. However, the gain may be substantial even if the temporal delay corresponds to only a few periods of the pump wave. A simple estimate shows that for a 1-ps (n 1 Ϸ400) Ti:Sa laser pulse (បϭ1.58 eV) with a peak intensity of 5ϫ10 14 W/cm 2 ͑for these parameters F 1 /F a ϭ0.05, Z F ϵF 1 2 / 3 ϭ74, and ␥ϭ0.65) the gain ͑38͒ reaches unity if the probe wave of the same length (n 2 ϭn 1 ) is delayed by ⌬nϭ10 optical periods of the pump wave and the number of spontaneous quanta per pump pulse is N s ϭ6ϫ10
4 . The expression ͑38͒ may be generalized to the case where the frequency ⍀ of the probe wave does not coincide with s. In this case, the numerator of the function C ͓Eq. ͑39͔ should be multiplied by the factor
which is related to the frequency profile of spontaneous emission ͑see Appendices A and B͒. This additional function leads to a sharp decrease of the gain with increasing difference ⍀Ϫs. It means that spontaneous emission of highorder harmonics is the most efficient source of a weak probe wave.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have theoretically investigated the amplification of a weak HH probe wave when it passes through the atomic medium in the presence of a strong pump wave. We demonstrated that the temporal delay between the pump and the probe pulse ͑its sign as well as its length͒ is extremely important for the effect of amplification. The gain is positive only if the probe wave is delayed with respect to the pump wave and it may be substantial even if the delay is as short as a few optical periods of the pump wave. If the delay is too long, so that the two pulses hardly overlap anymore, the gain quickly decreases.
There are at least two essentially different schemes of how to observe HH amplification experimentally. The first assumes using two laser beams and two atomic jets. The first laser beam passing through the first jet generates a HH pulse that is used as the probe wave in the second atomic jet. The second laser beam is directed into the second jet, too, and reaches it before the HH probe pulse. This experimental setup exactly corresponds to the assumptions of our calculation presented above. It is analogous to the cross-correlation setup ͓34͔: a Michelson interferometer splits an incoming laser pulse and makes two replica whose spatial shape and energy can be adjusted independently. By shaping the two beams into annular intensity profiles, the standard technique for eliminating the fundamental radiation after harmonic generation with a pinhole located some distance after the foci can be utilized. The two main foreseeable difficulties of the experiment will be ͑i͒ to match in the second atomic jet the sizes of the harmonic beam generated in the first one and that of the fundamental pump, and ͑ii͒ to measure a small gain in the presence of large fluctuations of the harmonic signals. The first problem can, in principle, be solved provided the energy per pulse of the pump laser is large enough ͑the 100 mJ available from the Titanium: Sapphire laser at Saclay facility should be sufficient͒. The difficulty in overcoming the second one will, of course, depend on the magnitude of the gain. A value of 100% seems to be the lower limit for the increase to be measurable.
Actually, for a proof of principle an experimental verification of deamplification for ⌬tϽ0, when the probe precedes the pump, would be equivalent. A second scheme has two laser pulses propagating in a gas-filled fiber with a small temporal delay with respect to each other. It might be expected that the HH pulse generated will significantly differ from the one generated by a single pulse. However, the theory of this case is significantly different from the one developed in this paper and will be discussed in detail elsewhere.
It should be pointed out that all results obtained above were derived with the assumption that the gain is less than unity, because the approximation of a constant field envelope was applied for the description of the probe wave. Therefore, the expression ͑38͒ is applicable only for relatively weak and long laser pulses generating a relatively small number of spontaneous quanta. A self-consistent treatment of the probepulse envelope that allows for the larger gain necessary for experimental verification is in progress. Such a generalization will also allow us to assess the significance of amplified spontaneous harmonic emission. Amplified spontaneous emission might be particularly significant in a situation where one succeeds in concentrating most of the harmonic intensity into just one or two harmonics. This has been achieved in a recent experiment ͓7͔.
The contribution of the nth optical cycle of the pump wave to the amplitude of emission is given by Eq. ͑26͒ with
The solutions ͓ 0␣ (n), 1␣ (n)͔ of the saddle-point equations ͑28͒ and ͑29͒ exist for any optical period. Moreover, as can be seen from Fig. 3 in a case where the probe-wave frequency is less than Iϩ3.17U P , there are at least two stationary points 01 and 02 that correspond to the emission of a harmonic with this energy. According to Eq. ͑28͒, they correspond to the return times 11 and 12 . In order to calculate the integral in Eq. ͑26͒ by the saddle-point method, the phase ͑27͒ must be expanded in a Taylor series about each of the points ͓ 0␣ (n), 1␣ (n)͔, a two-dimensional Gaussian integral must be calculated and the results of all saddle points must be summed. The result is
Here ␣ (n)ϭ 1␣ (n)Ϫ 0␣ (n), and
and D ␣ (n) is the determinant of the matrix of the second derivatives of the phase sϭS/Z F ͓the phase S is given by Eq. ͑27͔͒ with respect to 0 and 1 evaluated at the stationary point ͓ 0␣ (n), 1␣ (n)͔. The expression ͑A2͒ for the contribution of the nth optical period was obtained for harmonics within the plateau (ប⍀ ϽIϩ3.17U P ). It becomes invalid if the harmonic frequency is too close to the classical cutoff of the HH spectrum. It is evident from Fig. 3 that for ⍀→⍀ max ϭIϩ3.17U P the distance between the stationary points 01 and 02 decreases, and it can no longer be assumed that they are isolated, as is done in the standard saddle-point method. As a result, at the classical boundary ⍀ϭ⍀ max the amplitude ͑A2͒ becomes infinite due to the determinant D ␣ (n)ϭ0 in the denominator. To obtain the correct expression for the amplitude near the classical cutoff, it is necessary to generalize the saddle-point method, as it was done in ͓26͔ for the case of elastic rescattering. In this paper we assume that the frequency of the probe wave lies within the plateau, so that the simple expressions ͑A2͒-͑A4͒ for the partial amplitudes are applicable.
Next, the amplitude ͑A2͒ must be summed over all optical periods of the pump wave. It is obvious that the main contribution to this sum comes from the vicinity of the maximum of the pump-field envelope where the tunneling exponent has a minimum. Therefore, we can expand the envelope 1 (n) in a series with respect to (n/n 1 ) 2 in the exponentials of Eq. ͑A2͒ and substitute 1 (n)ϭ1 in all preexponential factors. For the simplest case of a Gaussian envelope of the pump pulse,
we use the following expansions within the exponential factors in Eqs. ͑A2͒-͑A4͒:
and
Here 0,1␣ ϵ 0,1␣ (nϭ0) and S ␣ ϵS ␣ (nϭ0). As a consequence, the dependence of the amplitude ͑A2͒ on n becomes Gaussian, too. Finally, we replace the sum over n by an integral that can be calculated analytically. The result is given by Eq. ͑30͒ in terms of the function
͑A8͒
In the limit n 2 →ϱ, the function ͑A5͒ represents the frequency profile of spontaneous emission ͑see Appendix B͒. It turns into ␦(⍀/Ϫs) for n 1 →ϱ when the pump wave becomes monochromatic. Calculation of the absorption amplitude proceeds in the same way. To obtain the expression for A abs 0 , we should replace ␣ →Ϫ ␣ in Eq. ͑30͒ and make the replacement
Usually, the durations of the pump and the probe pulse are comparable (n 1 Ϸn 2 ) and the temporal delay ⌬t does not exceed the durations of the pulses. In this case, the dependence of the function ͑A5͒ on ␣ may be ignored. After this simplification we have
see Eq. ͑35͒.
APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SPONTANEOUS QUANTA PER LASER PULSE
The total probability of emission of a HH quantum by the entire atomic system in the interaction volume ͑35͒ was obtained for the case where the atom is modeled by a zerorange potential. As a result, this expression cannot be immediately used for the quantitative estimation of the amplification for real atoms. To render this result more realistic we will express the probability of emission in terms of the experimentally observable number of spontaneous quanta of the sth harmonic per pump pulse, also calculated for the zero-range potential. In applying the expression for the emission probability to a real atom, we will then replace this spontaneous number of quanta by the experimental result in the situation of interest. The corresponding results have been presented in Eqs. ͑36͒ and ͑38͒ in the main body of this paper.
Therefore, we need to calculate the probability of spontaneous emission in the strong pump field with temporal envelope 1 (t). The amplitude of spontaneous emission of the high-energy quantum with frequency ⍀ and wave vector K by the system of atoms in the interaction volume has the form ͓13͔
where the amplitude A sp 0 (⍀) of the single-atom response is obtained from A em 0 (⍀) in Eq. ͑14͒ by replacing the vector potential of the probe wave by the operator of the quantized field, i.e.,
͑B2͒
Here V is a normalization volume and e K, is the polarization vector of the respective mode. By using the same technique that was applied above for the calculation of the amplitude of stimulated emission we have for the amplitude of the singleatom response in Eq. ͑B1͒:
where the function f 1 is given by Eq. ͑A3͒ and the Gaussian frequency profile ⌽ ␣ sp (⍀Ϫs) of the harmonic is obtained from Eq. ͑A5͒ in the limit n 2 →ϱ. The number of HH quanta with polarization emitted by the entire atomic system during the laser pulse into the momentum-space element
where A sp is the amplitude ͑B1͒ with the single-atom response ͑B3͒. After summing over the polarizations and integrating over frequencies around ⍀ϭs we obtain the total number of spontaneous quanta of the sth harmonic emitted per laser pulse into the solid-angle element d⍀ K ,
where e x is a unit vector parallel to the polarization of the pump wave and e K ϭK/K a unit vector in the direction of emission. The function f 1␣ is given by Eq. ͑A3͒ and the angle is measured from the direction of the pump-wave propagation. The diffraction factor in Eq. ͑B5͒ has the form ͓13,14͔
Here n at (0) is the atomic concentration on the axis of the beam with diameter d ͓see the text of Sec. IV near Eq. ͑32͔͒ and 0 is the radius of the pump-wave focus. The argument of the Bessel function is v()ϭ2s 0 /, and u() ϭsd͓n()Ϫcos )]/, where is the wavelength of the fundamental ͓13͔.
Integrating over the emission angle in Eq. ͑B5͒ we obtain the number of spontaneous quanta of the sth harmonic per laser pulse,
where u 0 ϭu(ϭ0) is given by Eq. ͑33͒.
APPENDIX C: THE PHASE-MATCHING CONDITIONS IN LASER PULSES WITH SPATIOTEMPORAL ENVELOPE
The relation ͑14͒ between the amplitudes of the singleatom response and the collective response is valid, in principle, only in the case where both the probe and the pump pulse are monochromatic plane waves ͓10͔. In this appendix, we will show that this relation remains valid if the probe pulse is a plane wave with a smooth spatiotemporal envelope.
Let us consider the amplitude ͑3͒ of stimulated emission of a HH quantum by a single atom at the position R j . To take into account the position of the atom we should keep the terms K•R j and k•R j in the arguments of the envelopes of the probe and the pump wave. Otherwise, the amplitudes of emission and absorption are calculated as it was done in Sec. III. Now, however, the equations ͑28͒ and ͑29͒ for the stationary points depend on the quantities 0 ϭ 0 Ϫk•R j and 1 ϭ 1 Ϫk•R j : Actually, the equations for the stationary points depend only on the phases of the pump field at the time 0 of ionization and the time 1 of the return. Let us underline that in the derivation of Eqs. ͑C1͒ and ͑C2͒ we do not use the adiabatic approximation for the pump-pulse envelope 1 (), as it was done in the derivation of Sec. III. It is important to observe that the solutions 0 and 1 to Eqs. ͑C1͒ and ͑C2͒ depend on the atomic parameters ͑and, in particular, on the frequency of the probe wave and the enve-lope of the pump pulse͒, but are independent of the position R j of the atom. Now, to extract the dependence of the amplitude of emission ͑absorption͒ on the atomic position R j it is sufficient to rewrite the phase of the probe wave in terms of the variable 1 , using ⍀t 1 ϪK•R j ϭs 1 ϩ͑skϪK͒•R j . ͑C3͒
When the probe wave is monochromatic ͓ 2 ()ϵ1͔, the phase ͑C3͒ in the amplitude of emission has the form exp͓i(s 1 ϩ(skϪK)•R j )͔, and the relation ͑14͒ results immediately.
Let us now consider the case where the probe wave has a Gaussian envelope with the temporal delay ⌬t,
where xϭ(skϪK)•R j , ⌬ϭ⌬t, and n 2 ϭ 2 /2. After some algebra, we find the contribution of the ␣th stationary point to the amplitude of emission, Expressions ͑C1͒ and ͑C2͒ give the relation between the single-atom response and the entire amplitude of emission ͑absorption͒ of a HH quantum by the system of atoms in the interaction volume. They are valid for pulses of arbitrary duration. It can be seen from Eq. ͑C6͒ that in this general case the function H in Eq. ͑C2͒ depends not only on the atomic position R j , but also on the position of the stationary point 1␣ . This implies that the phase-matching conditions in short laser pulses depend on the structure of the singleatom response.
However, this additional dependence is very weak and may be neglected in all reasonable cases. To confirm this statement it is enough to consider the modification of the diffraction factor. By the use of Eq. ͑C6͒ we have in place of Eq. ͑B6͒ The diffraction factor for the case of absorption may be obtained from Eqs. ͑C7͒ and ͑C8͒ by the replacement 1␣ →Ϫ 1␣ . Thus, the envelope of the probe wave leads to slightly different diffraction factors for emission and absorption. This fact provides an additional asymmetry between the processes of stimulated emission and absorption. It is clear, however, that this asymmetry is significantly smaller than the one due to the temporal delay. Indeed, the difference
of the diffraction factors is proportional to 1/s 2 n 2 4 and very small in comparison with the difference ͑19͒ obtained above. Therefore, the relation ͑14͒ between the collective and the single-atom response, which was obtained above only for the case of monochromatic plane waves, actually holds for plane-wave pulses of arbitrary duration.
APPENDIX D: STIMULATED EMISSION AND ABSORPTION AND TIME-REVERSAL INVARIANCE
In this appendix, we will discuss the implications of a time-reversal invariant situation for the rates of stimulated emission and absorption. We consider a field such that the vector potential of the pump field obeys the symmetry
so that the vector potential is symmetric and the electric field antisymmetric with respect to tϭϪ␦/2. Here we allow for fields more general than implied by the form ͑9͒. 
